
 

 

TW/MD – 11th February 2022 
 
 
Dear Parent/Carer 
  
I am writing to inform you of some of the strategies that we are implementing to help Year 11 students to prepare 
for their GCSE exams. As mentioned in a letter that went home with students this week, each student in Year 11 is 
spending two registration periods a week focusing on revision in a subject where we have identified a specific area 
for improvement. This takes place on a Wednesday and Thursday morning and has gone really well this week. In 
these sessions, students are revising content with subject specialists, as well as learning revision techniques and 
strategies that they can transfer into other areas of their studies. 
  
Monday’s assembly focused around the psychology of revision and Miss Hulse spoke to Year 11 about the 
importance of deliberate practice and how with focused repetition they can achieve anything. This Monday’s 
assembly will act as a reminder of how to access key revision resources, as well as introducing ‘The Memory Clock’ as 
a way of revising. To consolidate this, we will then run a session in the Hall for students during their PE lessons 
where we will try out ‘The Memory Clock’ with resources, so that students experience it before taking the principle 
away with them for use at home. Students who study Triple Science will receive a different session, as they do not all 
have PE at this time.  
  
From Thursday next week, we are offering students the opportunity to stay and revise in the Library from 2-3pm. 
This will be supervised revision, but it will be up to students what they want to revise. This is in addition to our daily 
revision clinics that run 3pm-4pm, the timetable of which is below:  
 

Monday Science 

Tuesday PE, Spanish, English 

Wednesday Maths, Arts 

Thursday Supervised study 2-3pm 

Friday History, Geography, RE, IT/Computer Science  

  
Details of the Year 11 March mock exams which begin on 7th March will be with you shortly. All students should have 
now started to revise for these. Please help your child to prepare for these by: 
 

 Talking to them about revision. 

 Providing a quiet space in which to work. 

 Encouraging them to create a timetable for revision which is achievable and realistic. 

 Checking that they are completing their revision. 

 Encouraging them to complete practice exam questions in silence in timeframes similar to their GCSE exams. 
  

Finally, we have confirmed a date of 29th June for the Year 11 Prom and we are extremely excited about putting on a 
great celebration event for our students. Further details will be coming out after half term. If you have any questions 
about revision or anything else, then please don’t hesitate to contact us. Thank you for your ongoing support. 
 
Yours faithfully 
The Long Eaton School 
 

T Worn 
 

Mr T Worn 
Assistant Principal 


